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‘Anti-Procrastination’ Glasses Will Use AI To Track Your
Activities
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We all procrastinate at some point or the other in our lives. Some procrastinate more and

some procrastinate less. Nevertheless, procrastination is a big hurdle to staying productive

and getting things done. However, technological advancements are making everything

possible and we see new innovations every day. Speaking of which, new ‘anti-procrastination’

smart glasses have been launched that can keep you from procrastinating by tracking your

activities and providing personalized insights.

SEE ALSO: This AI Startup Rents Out Robots That Can Do Human Jobs Amid

The Coronavirus Pandemic

The glasses called the ‘Specs’ have been launched by a startup named Auctify, founded by

engineering students at the University of Toronto. Specs use biosensors and patent-pending

computer vision software to analyze what you’re doing and it also prompts you to pay

attention if it catches you getting distracted. Specs use machine learning-based algorithms to

offer personalized real-time activity tracking. You can also customize your experiences by

setting different goals and objectives for yourself through the Auctify desktop or mobile app.
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So, for instance, if you plan to spend more time studying and less time mindlessly scrolling

through Instagram, you can specify this on the app accordingly. So, under the activities you

want to avoid, you can add Instagram, Facebook, and so on. Once done, Specs will notify you

or send you audible cues through its built-in bone conduction sound system if it finds your

focus swaying away from your target activities. Also, you can take calls and listen to music

directly through the specs.

Other things that these new glasses are capable of doing includes tracking your productivity,

tracking workouts with pulse oximetry sensors, and a 6 axis accelerometer + gyroscope.

Auctify says on its website that the data is safe with the in-app encryption settings and you

can also convert them into prescription glasses.

SEE ALSO: IBM’S Newly Launched ‘Watson Works’ Uses AI To Help Firms

Manage New Work Challenges

So, the glasses aren’t just limited to curbing your procrastination and instead serve multiple

purposes. It’s too early to comment on its performance without actually trying it, so all we

can do right now is wait around and see the consumer response to these smart glasses.
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